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Understanding the spatiotemporal distributions of migratory marine species at marine
renewable energy sites is a crucial step towards assessing the potential impacts of tidal
stream turbines and related infrastructure upon these species. However, the dynamic
marine conditions that make tidal channels attractive for marine renewable power
development also make it difficult to identify and follow species of marine fishes with
existing technologies such as hydroacoustics and optical cameras. Acoustic telemetry
can resolve some of these problems. Acoustic tags provide unique individual ID codes at
an ultrasonic frequency, which are then detected and recorded by acoustic receivers
deployed in the area of interest. By matching detection locations of fish species with
environmental conditions at proposed sites for tidal energy infrastructure, species
distribution models can be developed to predict the probability of species occurrence
at sites of current and planned tidal power development. This information can be used to
develop statistically robust encounter rate models to aid in quantifying the risk of tidal
power development to migratory fish species. We used this approach to develop a
predictive model of striped bass (Morone saxatilis) distribution within Minas Passage in the
upper Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia. Model results suggested increased probability of
striped bass presence in Minas Passage during late ebb tide conditions and at relatively
high water temperatures. We demonstrate the potential utility of species distribution
modeling of acoustic tag detections in predicting interactions with renewable energy
infrastructure, and show the importance of physical oceanographic variables influencing
species distributions in a highly dynamic marine environment.

Keywords: species distribution analysis, tidal stream energy impact, acoustic telemetry, minas passage, boosted
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INTRODUCTION

Tidal stream power has an opportunity to significantly
contribute to the transition to renewable energy for coastal
communities in the vicinity of extreme tidal environments.
Development is already occurring in northern Scotland and is
being explored in parts of the Bay of Fundy in US and Canadian
waters (Sparling et al., 2020; Copping et al., 2021). The Minas
Passage in the upper Bay of Fundy has particularly high potential
for significant power generation, with some estimates suggesting
turbines in the area could extract over 2.5 GW of power each
tidal cycle (Karsten et al., 2008).

While in-stream tidal power generation lacks the large-scale
environmental consequences of fossil fuels and does not affect
access to essential habitat as much as dam-based riverine
hydropower, tidal power generation may have the potential for
harmful interactions with marine species including collisions
between animals and rotating turbine blades (Sparling et al.,
2020; Copping et al., 2021). In Canadian waters, documenting
and mitigating potential harm to fish species is a requirement for
permitting the deployment of tidal turbines and other power
generation structures under the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act, Fisheries Act, and Species at Risk Act. Globally,
some research has been done to assess the potential for collision
risk with tidal turbines, though typically this has focused on
marine mammals (Gillespie et al., 2021; Onoufriou et al., 2021).
The risk of collision is typically framed as an encounter risk,
defined as the risk of an individual animal or group of animals
entering the turbine’s area of effect and presumably either
colliding with the turbine or executing some kind of avoidance
behavior (Wilson et al., 2007). Encounter rate modeling has
traditionally been derived from predator-prey encounter models
originally developed by Gerritsen and Strickler (1977) with
turbine swept-area representing the area of potential encounter
with the “predator.” This approach provided a framework that
has been adapted to collision risk modeling (Wilson et al., 2007).
However, because different species transiting through areas
where they may encounter tidal stream turbines are likely to
differ in their movement patterns, density, and avoidance
behaviors, there is a need for species-specific information on
potential encounter rate with tidal power infrastructure.

Species-specific information on spatial and temporal fish
distributions in high-energy environments are lacking due to
the impracticality of most fishing activities and fishery-
independent survey methods in these areas. Hydroacoustic
methods have been used to measure baseline fish densities at
potential tidal power sites in the Bay of Fundy (Viehman et al.,
2015) but it is difficult to translate these data to species-specific
presence/absence or abundance data without accompanying
trawl survey data to cross-reference acoustic targets. Typical
fishery-independent survey methods such as stratified trawling
and gillnetting are impossible and likely hazardous in Minas
Passage. This leaves intertidal fishing weirs along the margins of
the passage as the only practical fishing method that could be
used to sample finfish in the immediate area (Dadswell et al.,
2020). However, there has been extensive tagging of multiple
species with acoustic transmitters in the area through the
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activities of various institutions, including Fisheries and
Oceans Canada (DFO), The Mi’kmaw Conservation Group
(MCG), Acadia University, and Dalhousie University, as well
as by international researchers tagging highly migratory species
outside of the vicinity of Minas Basin. Deployment metadata,
including species and tagging location and tag detection data for
many of these projects, are stored on the database of the Ocean
Tracking Network (OTN), which organizes acoustic telemetry
data with the goal of facilitating collaborative data sharing
agreements among individual researchers and projects (Iverson
et al., 2018). Acquiring cooperative agreements with researchers
conducting acoustic telemetry research on species of fishery and
conservation interest in Minas Passage to pool and use their data
on species presence and movements provides an unprecedented
opportunity to advance our understanding of potential
interactions between tidal stream power and fishes.

Acoustic telemetry requires both the transmitters carried by
the animals and deployment of receivers to detect the ultrasonic
signals. While individual receivers or small arrays of receivers are
capable of local tracking, large-scale receiver networks like the
OTN and its associated regional nodes allow for tracking at large
regional or even continental spatial scales (Bangley et al., 2020b).
With this rich scale of data available, it is possible to match tag
detections with environmental data to generate predictive species
distribution models, which can be used to predict the probability
of species presence based on environmental conditions (Bangley
et al., 2020a). If both acoustic tag detections and environmental
data are recorded in the local area around proposed tidal stream
turbine deployment, we suggest it is possible to use this approach
to predict the probability of species of interest co-occurring in
space and time with tidal stream turbines. Here we demonstrate
this approach for a single species using multiple years of
environmental and hydrodynamic data recorded in Minas
Passage and matched with tag detections of striped bass
(Morone saxatilis).
METHODS

Study Area
The Minas Passage connects Minas Basin to the greater Bay of
Fundy and the rest of the Gulf of Maine. At only 5 km in width,
Minas Passage represents the only path for both tidal currents
and marine species. During both flood and ebb tide, tidal
currents are forced through the passage at velocities that can
exceed 5 m/s (Karsten et al., 2011). Due to this high-energy
environment, most of the bottom habitat is made up of exposed
bedrock and boulder habitat. A volcanic plateau rises to a near-
uniform depth off the north shore of Minas Basin near Black
Rock. Due its relatively consistent bathymetry and position in
some of the strongest tidal currents it makes up the majority of
the area within the Crown Lease Area (CLA) overseen by the
Fundy Ocean Research Centre for Energy (FORCE) (Figure 1).
The CLA was established to assess the viability of tidal power
development in Minas Passage and is an active site of research
and monitoring related to the establishment of tidal
stream power.
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Minas Passage is the only point of entry and exit for most
migratory species that occupy Minas Basin (CSAS, 2018). This
includes transient species such as Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser
oxyrinchus) and sharks as well as anadromous species that spawn
in the freshwater tributaries of Minas Basin. These anadromous
species include alewife (Alosa pseudoharengus), American eel
(Anquilla rostrata), American shad (Alosa sapidissima), Atlantic
tomcod (Microgadus tomcod), and striped bass. Aside from their
ecological importance, these species are economically and
culturally significant to local communities.
Focal Species
The Minas Basin population of striped bass spawns in the
Shubenacadie River and Grand Lake, Nova Scotia and is
considered the northernmost confirmed breeding population
for the species (Bradford et al., 2015). A portion of the
population remains within Minas Basin year-round and
overwinters in Grand Lake, while some larger individuals
forage within and transit through Minas Passage on larger-
scale coastal migrations (Paramore and Rulifson, 2001;
Rulifson et al., 2008; Bradford et al., 2015). Sub-adult and adult
striped bass are found throughout Minas Passage from May to
October but depart over the course of October as they migrate to
overwintering habitats in Grand Lake or the greater Bay of Fundy
(Kendall et al., 2018). Oceanic migration in this population has
been confirmed through otolith microchemistry and correlates
with differences in coloration and diet from individuals that
overwinter in freshwater habitats, with likely ocean migrants
making up at least 25% of striped bass found in the Shubenacadie
River (Paramore and Rulifson, 2001). However, acoustically
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 3
tagged striped bass have been detected on receivers in Minas
Passage during winter at what would be expected to be lethal
temperatures (Keyser et al., 2016). The Bay of Fundy striped bass
population is designated as Endangered by the Committee on the
Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC), and as
the only currently confirmed spawning population in the Bay of
Fundy, Minas Basin striped bass are of high conservation interest
and potential ecological importance (Bradford et al., 2015).
Initial Range Testing
To measure the potential effect of current velocity on tag
detection efficiency and range, we deployed five receiver
stations equipped with VR2 69-kHz receivers and two sentinel
tag stations with 69-kHz transmitters in a line perpendicular to
the prevailing current direction (Supplementary Figure S1).
Receiver stations were deployed with approximately 50 m
spacing between stations and sentinel tag stations were
deployed 75 m from either end of the receiver line. Receivers
and sentinel tags were mounted to the posterior tail assembly of
streamlined sub-surface floats designed to pivot and orient into
the prevailing current. Each sub-surface float was anchored using
a 500-lb single anchor chain link connected using a 2-m length of
riser chain. The range test was conducted within the CLA from
April 9th to May 11th, 2021 and was timed to match a full
monthly tidal cycle. Signed current velocity at each station was
derived from the FVCOM model (Chen et al., 2006) in 10-
minute increments for the entirety of the deployment period.

The sentinel tags were Innovasea V13 or V16 69-kHz
transmitters and transmitted at randomized 1140-1320-second
intervals. Power level was 143 dB for the V13 transmitter and 158
FIGURE 1 | Study area within Minas Basin in the upper Bay of Fundy, including receiver locations with mean number of striped bass detected during October-
December 2017-2020, the borders of the FORCE Crown Lease Area (CLA), and the boundaries of the area where species distribution model results will be mapped.
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dB for the V16, comparable to the power levels of tags deployed
on striped bass used in this study. Detection efficiency was
calculated as the percentage of expected transmissions that
were detected on each receiver and matched with the current
velocity at time of detection and the distance between the
receiver and the sentinel tag. These data were used to
interpolate a matrix of detection efficiency as a function of
current velocity and distance.

Model Overview
We used boosted regression tree (BRT) analysis to model the
probability of striped bass presence based on hydrodynamic
conditions in a section of Minas Passage. BRT analysis is ideal
for species distribution modeling because it is insensitive to most
error distributions common in ecological data, multicollinearity
of explanatory variables, and outliers (Elith et al., 2008; Dormann
et al., 2013; Dedman et al., 2017). These features allow BRT
analysis to be among the best-performing approaches to
predictive species distribution modeling (Valavi et al., 2021).
We performed our analysis in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team,
2021) using the package gbm.auto, which automates many of the
analytical and mapping steps (Dedman et al., 2017). In the
following paragraphs we briefly summarize BRT modeling
procedures, but for a more detailed description of each step
and the underlying statistical theory see Elith et al. (2008) and see
Dedman et al. (2017) for details on how each stage is performed
in the gbm.auto package.

BRT analysis is a form of regression tree modeling, which
divides data based on cut points in the range of each explanatory
variable that result in reduced variance in the resulting sub-
groups, referred to as branches. The number of branches at each
split, or division at a cut point, is defined by tree complexity (tc)
and splits typically occur at divisions between greater and lesser
values of the response variable. Boosting reduces the variance of
individual regression tree models by iteratively replicating trees
through a stagewise machine learning process in which
information from the previous tree is used to reduce the
deviance in the next. The learning rate (lr) of a BRT model
represents the contribution of each individual tree to reducing
the deviance in the next. At each tree iteration, a portion of the
data referred to as the bag fraction (bf) (Elith et al., 2008) is
randomly selected and used to cross-validate the remainder of
the data, which are used to train the model. This process is
repeated until there is no longer significant deviance between
successive tree iterations. Generally, a minimum of 1,000 tree
iterations is considered sufficient to allow the model to reach the
minimum possible deviance (Elith et al., 2008).

When applied to spatial species distribution modeling, BRT
analysis requires two types of data: samples and grids (Dedman
et al., 2015). Samples data include both the response variable and
explanatory variables matched in space and time. These data are
used to investigate the relationships between the response and
explanatory variables and train the predictive model. Grids data
are explanatory variable data recorded or interpolated in a
regularly-spaced grid across the area of interest for the species
distribution model. The predictive model generated from the
samples data is applied to the grids data, generating predictive
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 4
map surfaces showing predicted values of the response variable
across the area of interest (Dedman et al., 2015; Dedman
et al., 2017).

Samples Data
In this model, our samples data included hourly presence/
absence of acoustically-tagged striped bass at acoustic receivers
as the response variable, and physical/environmental variables
derived from FORCE surface water flow radar, current speed/
water flow model data, and other sources matched to acoustic
receiver locations each hour as the explanatory variables. The
measurements used as explanatory variables in this model were
sea surface height (m), sea surface height gradient, divergence of
horizontal velocity, vorticity, signed water current velocity (m/s),
bathymetry standard deviation (m), and water temperature (°C).

Hydrodynamic variables (u and v velocity components, sea
surface height, sea surface height gradient, divergence, vorticity)
were derived from water surface wave field data collected by two
overlapping X-band radar installations covering Minas Passage:
one at the FORCE test site and one on the end of Cape Sharp.
Data were collected during periods when the wave field was
coherent. Radar data were collected during December 2020-April
2021, covering four full tidal cycles. Current velocity components
were extracted from the wave field using the Geometric Current
Triangulation (GemCuT) algorithm (Bell and McCann,
unpublished as cited by Locke, 2019) and computed on a
regular 150 x 150-m grid covering the study area at a 20-min
temporal resolution. Gaps in the radar data set were filled using
unified tidal analysis and prediction/harmonic analysis
(Codiga, 2011).

All radar-derived measurements were validated using the
FORCE region hydrodynamic model and concurrent acoustic
Doppler current profi ler (ADCP) data. The FORCE
hydrodynamic model uses the Finite Volume Community
Ocean Model (FVCOM) as model solver (Chen et al., 2006)
and has itself been validated against an extensive number of
acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs) deployed in the
region (FORCE, unpublished data). Hydrodynamic conditions
in Minas Passage are relatively consistent over the course of a
tidal cycle and radar data covered most of the tidal variability
seen historically (FORCE, unpublished data). Because of this, we
were able to hind-cast radar-derived metrics over our study time
period using relationships between tide stage, sea surface height,
and the other hydrodynamic metrics to predict variable values
from historically modeled and recorded sea surface height data.

Signed current velocity (referred to as current velocity from
here) was calculated using the u and v velocity components
derived from the FORCE radar data in equation 1:

vel = u2 + v2
� �

*s

where s is 1 or -1 based on the current direction. Current
direction was assigned by calculating the direction angle from
the u and v velocity components using equation 2:

dir   angle = 180 +  
180

p tan−1 u, vð Þ½ �
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Based on the prevailing current directions in Minas Passage
(Viehman et al., 2019), directional angles between 30 and 205°
represented an incoming tide and assigned 1 for s in equation 1,
while directional angles greater than 205° or less than 30°
represented an outgoing tide and assigned -1 for s in equation 1

Bathymetry standard deviation was derived from high-
resolution (2 m) multibeam sonar data collected through the
Minas Passage and was assumed to be constant at each samples
and grids location across the entire time frame of our study.
Temperature was recorded by onboard sensors on four
Innovasea HR2 acoustic receivers deployed in the vicinity of
the CLA. Temperatures from all four receivers were compared
and any measurements from a single receiver with a difference in
standard deviation greater than 1°C were considered anomalous
and removed. After removal of anomalous temperatures nearly
all temperatures were within 1 SD of the others, which we
interpreted as supporting the assumption that temperature
would be constant throughout the modeled area due to the
Minas Passage being an extremely well-mixed system. We
applied the mean temperature recorded on the HR receivers
uniformly across the modeled area. Except for bathymetry
standard deviation, these variables were summarized by hour
and matched with the date, hour, and location of each receiver.

All variables in the samples data were tested for
multicollinearity using a pairwise Pearson’s correlation test.
This was conducted using the corr.test function in the R
package psych (Revelle, 2022). We used thresholds of
correlation strength from Dormann et al. (2013) to assess
whether collinearity was occurring. If strong correlation was
found between pairs of variables, model runs with one of the
variables dropped were used to determine the effect of removing
the variable on model performance.

Both striped bass tag detections and environmental data
covered the time period of fall through early winter, which was
a period during which seasonal changes in the use of Minas
Passage by striped bass are expected, including the outward
migration of the portion of the population that leaves Minas
Basin (Rulifson et al., 2008). This time period covered the dates
of October 1st through December 31st and within the years 2017-
2020. During this time period, receivers were deployed at 86
stations within the study area (Figure 1). For each receiver, only
the hours that individual receiver could be confirmed to have
been in the water based on deployment and recovery dates and
times from the OTN database were included in our analysis.
Deployment periods during which the receiver was recovered
from a location other than the most recent deployment location
(i.e. due to detaching from the mooring and being recovered
elsewhere) were removed from analysis due to our inability to
confirm the receiver’s location for the full deployment. Striped
bass were tagged at their spawning grounds in the Shubenacadie
River with Innovasea V16 model 69-kHz transmitters
(Innovasea, Halifax, Nova Scotia) surgically implanted into the
body cavity, as part of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)
studies on movements within Minas Basin. Tagging occurred
during 2016-2018, and primarily targeted individuals greater
than 60 cm fork length. The tagged fish were detected on
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 5
Innovasea VR2W 69-kHz receivers deployed in Minas Passage
during the study period (Figure 1). Striped bass tag detections
were summarized as the total number of unique individuals
detected during each hour at each receiver, and we assumed that
hours during which no individuals were detected represented
absence of the species.

Grids Data
Grids data were derived from the same data sources as the
samples data and mapped across an area of Minas Passage in
which radar data were consistently high quality (southwest
corner 45.33990/-64.46124, northeast corner 45.37634/-
64.37122) (Figure 1). Grid cell size was 150 x 150 m, which
corresponds to the average spatial resolution of the FORCE radar
data. Eight grids were generated, each representing the average
conditions during slack high, early, mid, and late ebb, slack low,
and early, mid, and late flood tide stages in October. The grids
used for this demonstration represented mean conditions during
each of these tide stages, based on the values of each explanatory
variable in each grid cell between October 1st and 31st from 2009
through 2020.

Because Minas Passage is subject to eddies and other complex
hydrology, tide stages were defined using a combination of
signed current velocity and sea surface height at a single
common datum located centrally in the passage (45.34392/-
64.32384). Signed current velocity and sea surface height data
were obtained at this location by extracting the values nearest to
this point from the environmental grids using the filter function
from the R package dplyr (Wickham et al., 2021). Based on
histograms of current velocity frequency, we classified current
velocities between -1.0 and 1.0 as the slack range and defined tide
stages as follows: slack high tide was defined as velocity within
the slack range with a sea surface height greater than 2 m, slack
low tide was defined as velocity within the slack range with sea
surface heights less than -2 m, ebb tide was defined as any
negative velocity value outside the slack range, and flood tide was
defined as any positive velocity value outside the slack range.
Flood and ebb tide were further divided into early, mid, and late
stages to capture the variation within these parts of the tidal
cycle. Current velocity less than -2.5 m/s during ebb tide denoted
mid ebb stage, current velocity greater than -2.5 m/s with sea
surface height greater than 0 m denoted early ebb stage, and
current velocity greater than -2.5 m/s with sea surface height less
than 0 m denoted late ebb stage. During flood tide, current
velocity greater than 2.5 m/s denoted mid flood, less than 2.5 m/s
with sea surface height less than 0 m denoted early flood, and
velocity less than 2.5 m/s with sea surface height greater than 0 m
denoted late flood stage.

BRT Model Training and Evaluation
Once samples and grids data were prepared, we performed BRT
model training and results mapping using the R package
gbm.auto (Dedman et al., 2017), which automates most of the
necessary steps. A binary presence/absence BRT model was used
to predict the probability of striped bass presence in each of the
four grids. The model was trained by testing combinations of
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initial tc, lr, and bf values until the best-performing model was
found. Models that generated at least 1,000 tree iterations were
evaluated based on the cross-validation score (CV score), mean
deviance, and % deviance explained, with the model showing the
greatest CV score and % deviance explained and the lowest mean
deviance selected as the best-performing model. To assess the
potential for model overfitting, we observed the difference
between the cross-validated area under operator curve (CV
AUC) and training area under operator curve (training AUC),
with lower differences indicating lower likelihood of overfitting
(Hijmans and Elith, 2013).

Marginal effect plots were generated from themodel results and
used to illustrate the relationships between striped bass presence
probability and each explanatory variable. The relative influence of
each explanatory variable was measured as the percentage of tree
splits attributed to that variable. Mapped results showed the
probability of at least one striped bass being present in each grid
cell. To determine how representative the hydrodynamic data used
to train the model were of the conditions found in the grids data,
maps of “unrepresentativeness” were generated, indicating how
dissimilar each grid cell was to the conditions in the samples data.
RESULTS

A total of 69 unique individual striped bass were detected within
Minas Passage during October-December 2017-2020, accounting
for 254 hourly presence records. Response variable distributions
varied (Figure 2): sea surface height and sea surface height
gradient showed upper and lower peaks, while temperature
skewed towards higher values and while bathymetry standard
deviation towards the lower values. Current velocity metrics
showed a relatively normal distribution and vorticity and
divergence values were mostly grouped close to 0 (Figure 2).

Multicollinearity tests showed significant (p < 0.001) but weak
(r < 0.2) correlations between current velocity and sea surface
height, sea surface heigh gradient, vorticity, and divergence
(Table S1). Vorticity and divergence both showed a significant
(p < 0.001) and strong (r > 0.9) correlation, as did sea surface
height and sea surface height gradient. Removal of either variable
in each pair led to a decline in model performance based on CV
and AUC values, so all variables were left in the final model.
Pairwise correlations between all other variables were both
insignificant (p > 0.05) and weak (Table S1).

Detection efficiency was greater than 60% at least as far as
350 m at low current velocities, but tapered off quickly as current
speed increased on both flood and ebb tide (Supplementary
Figure 2). Relatively high detection efficiency to at least 150 m
occurred at current velocities up to -2.0 m/s during ebb tide and
2.5 m/s during flood tide, and was functionally zero at velocities
beyond -3.0 m/s at ebb tide and greater than 3.5 m/s at flood tide.
Detection efficiency appeared to reach zero at a lower current
velocity during ebb tide but initially tapered off more sharply
during flood tide (Supplementary Figure 2).

The best performing BRT model had a tc of 7, lr of 0.001, and
bf of 0.60, and generated 1950 tree iterations (Table 1). Training
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 6
and CV AUC values showed a difference of less than 0.094,
indicating that overfitting was unlikely. A CV score of over 0.77
was indicative of good performance, and the model explained
66.77% of the deviance (Table 1).

Temperature was the most influential variable, accounting for
24.1% of tree splits, followed by bathymetry standard deviation
(18.9%), current velocity (15.4%), vorticity (14.6%), and sea
surface height (13.3%) (Figure 3). Temperatures greater than
approximately 12°C had a positive effect on presence
probability, which peaked at 14°C. Bathymetry standard
deviation had a negative effect between 3 and 10 m, but
relatively lower and higher values had a positive effect. Current
velocities associated with ebb tide (< 0 m/s) and vorticity less than
-0.05 and greater than 0.05 had positive effects on presence
probability. Sea surface height had a small but positive effect at
values associated with near slack low (-4 to -6 m) and slack high (4
to 6 m) conditions (Figure 3).

Maximum presence probability rarely exceeded 0.4 except
during late ebb tide, with areas of relatively higher presence
probability generally distributed close to shore around Cape
Sharp or south of the CLA in the main channel (Figures 4, 5).
The generally low presence likelihood likely reflected the effect of
temperature on striped bass presence during October. Areas of
relatively greater or lower striped bass presence probability
varied between tide stages. During the outgoing tide
(Figures 4A–D), areas of elevated presence probability were
distributed close to shore around Cape Sharp and into West Bay
at the early ebb stage, increased to peak presence probability
across a broader area by late ebb tide, and reduced at slack low
tide. During the outgoing tide (Figures 5A–D), presence
probability reduced during early flood stage and was relatively
low throughout the study area through slack high tide. Striped
bass presence probability within the CLA was relatively low
during all tide stages, though it was elevated in small areas to the
north and southwest of the CLA boundary (Figures 4, 5).

Unrepresentativeness was generally low to moderate
(approximately 0.15-0.4) across most of the modeled area, indicating
that samples datawere fairly representative of environmental variation
(Supplementary Figures 3, 4). Unrepresentativeness was generally
lowest near shore and, during the mid flood through early ebb tide
stages, extending into the channel off the end of Cape Sharp.
Unrepresentativeness was greatest in the middle of the channel
during all tide stages (Supplementary Figures 3, 4).
DISCUSSION

Overall our model performed well and produced results that are
realistic in the context of local striped bass ecology. BRT
marginal effect plots suggested an increased probability of
striped bass presence at warmer temperatures, bathymetry at
very low or high complexity, and velocity, vorticity, and sea
surface height conditions associated with ebb tide. Mapped
results reflected these relationships with the greatest maximum
presence probability occurring during late ebb tide, with a
general rise in presence probability during ebb tide and fall by
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early flood tide. Mapped results also showed relatively low
presence probability within the CLA during all tide stages with
areas of greater presence probability occurring along shore and
farther out in the open passage, though discrete areas of elevated
presence probability were distributed just outside the boundaries.

Temperature was the most influential variable on the model,
reflecting its clear role as an essential biological driver of striped
bass movement from Minas Basin. Informed by the initial
analysis of temperature records from four HR receivers, we
assumed the relatively uniform temperature throughout Minas
Passage was due to the high energy mixing of water. The
relationships identified by the model between striped bass
presence probability and temperature are likely to be broadly
applicable in the study area. To our knowledge, no study thus far
has documented stable and predictable temperature micro
regimes in the study area that would contradict this
assumption and our analysis seems to support it. Our model
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 7
showed a sharp increase in striped bass presence probability at
temperatures greater than 12°C, suggesting that the species
should be more likely to occur within Minas Passage at
relatively warm temperatures. This apparent threshold
response occurred at a considerably warmer temperature than
the lower incipient lethal range for striped bass from the local
population (approximately 0-2°C) but may be as close to
thermally optimal conditions for striped bass as possible
during October (Coutant et al., 1984; Cook et al., 2006). It is
worth noting that 35% of striped bass tagged by Keyser et al.
(2016) were detected in the Minas Passage in the winter months
of December-March. The species may show a different
relationship with hydrodynamic conditions at lower
temperatures later in the winter. Season-specific modeling
should be performed to determine whether the relative
importance and effects of environmental variables change
between seasons.
A B C

D

G

E F

FIGURE 2 | Histograms showing the frequency of explanatory variable values from training data used to develop the final boosted regression tree model of striped bass
presence probability during October-December 2017-2020. Variables are (A) sea surface height, (B) sea surface height gradient, (C) temperature, (D) bathymetry
standard deviation (SD), (E) current velocity, (F) vorticity, and (G) divergence.
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Bathymetry standard deviation was the second most influential
variable, with increased striped bass presence probability at
considerably lesser and greater bottom complexity than the
most commonly occurring measurements. This may represent
two different habitat use patterns within Minas Passage. The
preference for less-complex bottom habitat may reflect midwater
foraging or travel through the passage during seasonal migrations,
while occurrence at more complex habitats may represent foraging
for benthic prey or sheltering behavior. American lobster
(Homarus americanus) is an important prey species for large
adult striped bass (Nelson et al., 2003). Lobster occur in Minas
Passage (CSAS, 2018) and may be more available in complex
bottom habitat. A portion of the striped bass used to develop this
model carry transmitters equipped with depth sensors, and further
analysis of the fish’s position in the water column relative to
TABLE 1 | Starting parameters and evaluation metrics for the best-performing
boosted regression tree model.

Parameter/Metric Value

Tree complexity 7

Learning rate 0.001

Bag fraction 0.60

N trees 1950

Training AUC 0.999

CV AUC 0.905

Training – CV AUC 0.094

CV score 0.771

% deviance explained 66.77
AUC, area under operator curve, which is shown for both the training and cross-validation
(CV) data.
FIGURE 3 | Marginal effect plots showing relationships between striped bass presence probability and each explanatory variable. Percentages next to variable
names are the percent of tree splits attributed to that variable.
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bathymetry standard deviation may provide deeper insight into
striped bass habitat use within Minas Passage.

Variables directly related to tidal forces in Minas Passage,
including current velocity, vorticity, and sea surface height were
similarly influential, suggesting that tidal forces play an
important role in local fish distributions. Predicted presence
probability was most positively influenced by ebbing current
velocities, relatively high vorticity, and the highest and lowest sea
surface heights. Combined, these suggest that striped bass are
more likely to be present in Minas Passage during the later stages
of ebb tide. This may represent striped bass taking advantage of
outgoing tidal currents during their fall outward migration while
selecting for less extreme currents to maintain control over their
swimming speed and direction. Such conditions are likely less
energetically demanding on swimming performance and may
represent periods during which striped bass are able to most
efficiently emigrate from Minas Basin. During all tide stages,
areas of relatively high presence probability were distributed
close to shore, particularly near Cape Sharp and within West
Bay. These areas may be refuges or staging areas for striped bass
during higher-energy tide stages. These near-shore areas are also
the sites of the most complex eddies in the study area, which may
be the reason for the positive relationship between striped bass
presence probability and relatively turbulent water. In open
ocean environments, mesoscale eddies can create complex
horizontal boundaries that aggregate prey and attract larger
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 9
predators (Godo et al., 2012). Eddies and wakes are created
consistently in the vicinity of Cape Sharp during each tidal cycle,
which may similarly attract striped bass and other large, mobile
predators in Minas Passage.

Broome et al. (2015) noted few striped bass tag detections at
current speeds greater than 3 m/s. This may be due to behavioral
avoidance of high-flow conditions, but could also be an artifact of
reduced tag detection efficiency at greater current velocities
(Sanderson et al., 2017). Our own range testing confirmed a
sharp reduction in tag detection efficiency at current speeds
greater than 2.5 m/s during both ebb and flood tide. Future
model iterations will explore this in greater detail and
incorporate tag detection efficiency directly into predictions of
presence probability.

Mapped predictions suggest that during October the
probability of this species overlapping in space and time with
tidal power devices deployed in the CLA should be relatively low.
Areas of relatively elevated presence probability just outside the
CLA boundaries are most likely due to bottom habitat
complexity at the edges of the volcanic plateau. Widespread
striped bass occurrence within the CLA is most likely during late
ebb tide, but even during this tide stage the greatest presence
probability does not exceed 0.05. It should be noted that these
predictive maps represent a static snapshot of presence
probability during average environmental and hydrodynamic
conditions in each tide stage, and do not account for movement
FIGURE 4 | Mapped boosted regression tree model result showing striped bass presence probability in Minas Passage during ebb tide at (A) early ebb, (B) mid
ebb, (C) late ebb, and (D) slack low tide stages.
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trajectories of individual fish. Therefore, these maps should be
used to assess the probability of striped bass co-occurring in
space and time with a tidal power device under a given set of
conditions and represents the most basic assessment of potential
encounter risk. In locations where fish and tidal stream devices
are predicted to overlap, a more fine-scale analysis incorporating
the vertical position and movement behaviors of the fish and the
physical characteristics of the tidal stream device (height off the
bottom, swept area, rotation speed, etc.) should be undertaken to
assess the true risk of encounter or collision (Wilson et al., 2007).
This modeling approach provides a method of assessing
potential overlap at relatively large spatial scales and will help
narrow down locations and times where more detailed encounter
risk assessment is needed.

While all the variables used in this model have plausible
ecological explanations for their relationships with species
presence, we were limited by those variables that were available
with sufficient spatial and temporal coverage for use in the
model. Ideally, we would have included variables such as
salinity, dissolved oxygen, and turbidity, but these data were
not available for Minas Passage at the spatial and temporal scales
needed for this modeling effort. The combination of variables we
were able to use provided ecologically plausible results, but there
is the possibility that variables we were unable to include may
have important influences on the distribution of striped bass and
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 10
other species in Minas Passage. Should sufficient data for other
variables become available, they will be included in future
model iterations.

Some of our variables showed strong and significant
correlation but dropping them from the model caused a
decline in model performance. This suggests that while all
hydrodynamic and environmental variables likely interact in
some way within Minas Passage, each variable had at least
some independent influence on striped bass presence
probability. Such situations are common in ecological studies,
where correlation does not necessarily mean collinearity and the
true relationships between variables require interpretation based
on how they interact in the study system (Dormann et al., 2013).

In this demonstration, we have made two key assumptions:
transmissions from tagged fish are equally likely to be detected in
all environmental conditions including tide stage, and
environmental associations of tagged fish are representative of
the general habits of the species and population. Our first
assumption is likely violated by the dynamic nature of the
Minas Passage environment. Current speed and turbulence can
reduce the detection efficiency and range of acoustic
transmissions by increasing ambient noise or by pushing the
fish through the receiver’s detection range before the tag’s
intermittent transmission can be detected (Sanderson et al.,
2017). When building a model of presence probability, this is
FIGURE 5 | Mapped boosted regression tree model result showing striped bass presence probability in Minas Passage during flood tide at (A) early flood, (B) mid
flood, (C) late flood, and (D) slack high tide stages.
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problematic because it reduces the likelihood that all actual fish
presences are documented and that a lack of detection represents
a true absence. Our initial range testing shows that detection
efficiency declines sharply at current velocities greater than 2-
2.5 m/s associated with both peak ebb and peak flood tide stages,
though it may be relatively reliable at current velocities occurring
during other tide stages. Therefore, mapped presence probability
results are likely more reliable during slack, early, and late tide
stages than during peak flood and ebb tide. However, Minas
Passage is a complex environment, and finer-scale currents and
eddies likely mean that detection efficiency will vary spatially at any
tide stage. We continue to conduct long-term range testing to assess
detection efficiency of acoustic transmitters at varying distances
from receivers under as close to the full spectrum of hydrodynamic
conditions in Minas Passage as possible. In future model iterations,
the results of this range testing will allow us to better measure the
uncertainty of the predicted presence probabilities from our models,
and to make any necessary adjustments to the modeling approach
and receiver deployment strategy.

The second assumption, that the behavior of tagged fish is
representative of the general population, is likely only true for the
proportion of large adult striped bass that either forage in Minas
Passage or make seasonal migrations out of Minas Basin to the
ocean. For striped bass, currently available data suggest this may
represent the only portion of the population that regularly occurs
in Minas Passage (Paramore and Rulifson, 2001; Rulifson et al.,
2008), but direct comparison with tag detections of smaller
individuals will be necessary to confirm. Moving forward, this
assumption will be tested by incorporating new tag detections
that have been recorded since the completion of model training,
including new transmitter deployments on species of interest,
particularly demographics that are not well-represented in
current or historical tag detection data. These new tag
detection locations will be compared with predictive SDM
maps to determine whether these detections that were not part
of the original model training fall within or near areas of greater
predicted presence probability. This will be used to validate
model predictions, and new tag detections may also be
incorporated into new model iterations to determine if this
improves predictive performance.

As of this writing, our range testing and follow-up tagging
studies testing model assumptions are underway but not
complete. Therefore, current model results for assessing the
risk of potential encounter with tidal stream turbines in Minas
Passage are preliminary and should be used with caution until
they have been sufficiently validated. This work has
demonstrated a model providing testable predictions of animal
distributions based on acoustic tag detections in a highly
dynamic environment. The model’s initial predictions seem
realistic in the context of local striped bass ecology during the
autumn study period. The expansion of the work to include data
from other species and yearly seasonal cycles will provide a
generalized tool useful to tidal power developers seeking to
quantify risk and eliminate or reduce the potential for negative
interactions between power infrastructure and marine species.
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Supplementary Figure 1 | Map of receiver and sentinel tag deployments used in
the preliminary range test within the FORCE Crown Lease Area. Arrows designate
the prevailing tidal current directions.

Supplementary Figure 2 | Matrix of the efficiency (% of average expected
transmissions received) of detection of high-power (143 dB) transmissions from 69-
kHz sentinel tags over current velocity (m/s) and range from the receiver (m), based
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 12
on results of a preliminary range test within the FORCE Crown Lease Area. Figure by
B. Sanderson.
Supplementary Figure 3 | Unrepresentativeness maps showing the difference
between explanatory variable values in the samples and grids data during October-
December 2017-2020 ebb tide at A) early ebb, B) mid ebb, C) late ebb, and D) slack
low tide stages.
Supplementary Figure 4 | Unrepresentativeness maps showing the difference
between explanatory variable values in the samples and grids data during October-
December 2017-2020 during flood tide at A) early flood, B) mid flood, C) late flood,
and D) slack high tide stages.
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